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In this paper, we demonstrate steps three and four in our
method, using the results from our sensitivity analysis to
construct 32 parameter combinations under which we
compare the macroscopic behavior of 18 possible algorithms
for initially placing virtual machines (VMs) on physical
machines (PMs). Our comparative conditions encompasses
cases with up to O(104) PMs and O(105) VMs. While there
are many possible algorithms to investigate (as explained
below in Sec. II), we elected to focus on algorithms inspired
by a combination of the Eucalyptus open-source code [6] and
the online bin-packing literature [7-8]. Eucalyptus inspired
us to evaluate two-level algorithms that first choose a cluster
for VMs in a related request and then choose nodes within
the selected cluster. The literature for online bin-packing
inspired us to adopt algorithms based on well-known
heuristics that can provide good (not optimal) results without
infeasible computation.
Our paper makes three main contributions. First, we
demonstrate an objective method for comparing possible
VM-placement algorithms through simulation of large, ondemand infrastructure clouds. While we restrict our
comparison to 18 selected algorithms, the approach we use
should be applicable to compare any set of competing
algorithms. Second, we generate some insights regarding
two-level VM-placement algorithms, showing that choice of
cluster has larger influence, than choice of nodes, on
macroscopic behavior in an infrastructure cloud. We also
provide observations about specific pairs of algorithms,
where each pair combines a criterion for choosing a cluster
with a heuristic for choosing PMs within a cluster. We also
discuss some tradeoffs among algorithms. Third, we provide
evidence showing that, on average, different algorithms for
initial VM placement in on-demand infrastructure clouds
yield only small quantitative differences in many of the 42
responses we measured (as explained below in Sec. IV). On
the other hand, we show that selection of the algorithm for
choosing a cluster can lead to very large difference in
provider revenue, when aggregated over time.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Sec. II we describe the general area of VM-placement
research in infrastructure clouds, setting our study within this
larger context. In Sec. III we describe our model and identify
both fixed and varied parameters used in our study. We give
values for fixed parameters, but postpone defining values for
variable parameters until Sec. IV, where we describe our
experiment design. In Sec. V we present our results and
related analysis methods. In Sec. VI we discuss our findings.
We close in Sec. VII with conclusions and future work.

Abstract—Much recent research has been devoted to
investigating algorithms for allocating virtual machines (VMs)
to physical machines (PMs) in infrastructure clouds. Many
such algorithms address distinct problems, such as initial
placement, consolidation, or tradeoffs between honoring
service-level agreements and constraining provider operating
costs. Even where similar problems are addressed, each
individual research team evaluates proposed algorithms under
distinct conditions, using various techniques, often targeted to
a small collection of VMs and PMs. In this paper, we describe
an objective method that can be used to compare VMplacement algorithms in large clouds, covering tens of
thousands of PMs and hundreds of thousands of VMs. We
demonstrate our method by comparing 18 algorithms for
initial VM placement in on-demand infrastructure clouds. We
compare algorithms inspired by open-source code for
infrastructure clouds, and by the online bin-packing literature.
Keywords- cloud computing; resource allocation; simulation

I.

INTRODUCTION

Paxson and Floyd [1] describe many difficult problems
impeding simulation of large data communication networks,
which typically require hundreds of parameters that can each
take on millions of values and that can also record hundreds
of response variables, which might represent aspects of
fewer significant underlying behaviors. The same can be said
for most simulations of large distributed systems, such as ondemand infrastructure clouds.
We have developed an objective method to compare
resource-allocation algorithms in simulations of large
distributed systems. Our method involves several steps: (1)
developing a reduced-parameter model for a large distributed
system of interest, (2) conducting a sensitivity analysis to
determine the most significant model behaviors and the
parameters that most influence those behaviors, (3) applying
two-level orthogonal fractional factorial experiment design
[2] to construct a set of parameter combinations under which
resource-allocation algorithms should be compared and (4)
using multidimensional data analysis techniques to find
patterns revealing significant similarities and differences
among the algorithms being compared. In previous work [34], we applied our method to compare proposed congestioncontrol algorithms for the Internet. Also in previous work
[5], we demonstrated the first two steps in our method, when
applied to on-demand infrastructure clouds. We constructed
a reduced-parameter model (explained below in Sec. III) and
we conducted a sensitivity analysis that revealed eight
behavioral dimensions and six influential parameters.
978-0-7695-4622-3 2011
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II.

will communicate. VMs that need not communicate would
then be included in separate requests.
In most VM placement algorithms, PMs are partitioned
into two sets: (1) those that meet some criteria and (2) those
that do not. Subsequently, the set of PMs that meet the
criteria are ordered, and VM placement attempts are made
starting with the first PM on the list, and continuing until all
VMs have been placed or until the set of qualified PMs is
exhausted. Various criteria have been used to order qualified
PMs. For example, many researchers [13, 16, 18, 23, 27]
adopt ordering heuristics based on the literature associated
with online bin packing [7-8]. Other schemes extend those
heuristics by adding specific attributes (e.g., CPU usage,
network and disk controller usage, and memory usage),
summarized into a weighted value used to order PMs or to
assign categories (e.g., star ratings [15]) that can be used to
order PMs. In some schemes, attributes used to order PMs
are determined by individual VM users [23, 30, 31], while in
other schemes attributes are determined by the provider [13,
14, 19, 27], or user and provider attributes are combined [21,
22, 23, 26]. To limit our study, we elected to use heuristics
based on those found in online bin-packing literature. The
method we use to compare placement heuristics should be
applicable to any specific set of VM-placement algorithms
that one wishes to compare.

RELATED WORK

The literature identifies that VM-placement decisions can
be made under any of at least three different regimes [9]: (1)
reservations [10-11], (2) on-demand access [11] and (3) spot
markets [10-12]. In one reservation regime [11], a user pays
a fee per instance per VM type for a period (e.g., one year)
during which the specified VMs may be acquired at a
discount from published usage charges. In on-demand access
regimes, a user simply requests a specified number of one or
more VM types needed immediately, and pays for VM usage
according to a fixed schedule of fees. In spot markets, a
provider’s prices fluctuate over time and a user specifies the
usage rates they are willing to pay for requested VMs. When
the provider price falls to or below the user’s willingness to
pay, then the user’s requested VMs are launched. Should the
provider price subsequently rise above the user’s willingness
to pay, then the user’s VMs are terminated, and can only be
restarted when the price falls to the level the user is willing
to pay. In the grand scheme of resource-allocation decision
making, one can envision PMs migrating back and forth
among three pools, each assigned to one of the three regimes,
as demand for VMs varies. Consideration of how best to
allocate PMs to each pool would seem a ripe area for
research [9]. We restrict our study to consider only ondemand access.
In on-demand clouds, there are potentially two types of
VM-placement decisions to be made: (1) initial placement
[13-23] and (2) migration (and/or resizing) of VMs over time
[24-30], as PM availability changes, as consolidation is
needed to conserve power and in response to the degree to
which service-level agreements (SLAs) are being achieved.
Most previous research on initial VM placement considered
only PMs within a single cloud, but in one case [22]
placement decisions considered which of several clouds to
choose. In the existing literature, initial placement and VM
migration are usually considered as separate topics, though
in some cases similar algorithms may be adopted. Future
research might consider interaction between initial placement
and migration decisions, especially under situations where
tradeoffs are needed among power conservation, SLAs,
revenue maximization and reliability. We restrict our study
to consider only initial VM placement.
One could consider initial VM placement in on-demand
clouds at two levels: (1) cluster and (2) node (i.e., PM).
When VMs communicate, placing them on the same cluster
makes good sense because communication among the VMs
will be local to a cluster switch. Most existing research [1323] considers PMs as an unstructured pool, where restricting
VMs to a shared cluster would be accomplished by
designating a Boolean attribute, one of potentially many
attributes over which some optimization algorithm or binpacking heuristic would be executed. In our study, guided by
the open-source code in Eucalyptus (v1.6) [6], we adopt
explicit use of two distinct decisions levels: (1) choosing a
cluster for all VMs in a given request and then (2) choosing
specific PMs within the selected cluster. Taking this course
is the same as assuming that all VMs within a single request

III.

MODEL

We based our study on Koala, a discrete-event simulator
inspired by the Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2)1 [32]
and by the Eucalyptus open-source software [6]. Using
published information describing the EC2 application
programming interface (API) [33] and available virtual
machine (VM) types [34], Koala models essential features of
the interface between users and EC2. Intended to study
algorithms for initial VM placement, Koala models only four
EC2 commands: RunInstances, DescribeInstances, Reboot
Instances and TerminateInstances. The internal structure of
Koala is based on the Eucalyptus (v1.6) open-source cloud
software. Specifically, Koala models three Eucalyptus
components: cloud controller, cluster controller and node
controller. As in Eucalyptus, Koala’s simulated cloud,
cluster and node controllers communicate using Web
Services [35], which Koala also simulates.
Koala modifies the design of Eucalyptus in three ways.
First, Koala extends the Eucalyptus RunInstances command
to allow multiple VM types within a single request, which
appears possible in EC2. Second, Koala avoids centralization
of node information at the cloud controller, permitting
simulation of clouds up to O(105) nodes. Third, Koala allows
competing RunInstances to proceed partially in parallel
(serializing only the commitment phase), which prevents
long queuing delays during periods of intense user requests.
In lieu of simulating details of a hypervisor and guest VMs,
Koala includes an optional sub-model based on analytical
equations representing VM behavior with or without tasks.

1
Any mention of commercial products is for information only; it does not
imply recommendation or endorsement by NIST.
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If a uuser receives a NERA insttead of beingg allocated
instances, then the uuser waits an exponentially distributed
time (m
mean 15 minuttes) before retrrying the requeest. A user
will rettry a failed reequest over a random period (mean 4
hours) bbefore resting for a random pperiod (mean 16 hours). If
a user rrequest cannot be honored wiithin a random number of
rest perriods (mean 4),, then the user abandons the rrequest and
starts a new cycle.

Koala is org
ganized as fivee layers (see Fig
g. 1): (1) demaand
laayer, (2) sup
pply layer, (3
3) VM placement layer, (4)
(
IInternet/Intraneet layer and (5) VM behaavior layer. We
W
ddescribe each layer in turn, om
mitting the VM
M behavior lay
yer,
w
which is not used
u
in the ex
xperiments disccussed here. We
W
ddenote experim
ment input paraameters using designators
d
x1 to
xx6 (see Table V)
V and outputs as
a y1 to y42 (seee Table VI).

TABLE I. Descrription of VM typees simulated in Kooala

TABLE II. Description off selected simulateed user types: proocessing users
(PU), disstributed modelingg and simulation (MS) users, peerr-to-peer (PS)
users, Weeb service (WS) uusers, and data searrch (DS) users

Figure 1. Schematic of Koala organizaation

A
A. Demand La
ayer
The demand
d layer consistts of a variablee number (x1) of
uusers who, affter random startup delay
y, each perform
ccyclically over a simulation run. During each
e
cycle a user
rrequests a miniimum and max
ximum numbeer of instances of
oone or more of the VM typees shown in Table
T
I. The VM
V
tyypes and quan
ntities a user selects
s
depend upon the useer’s
tyype (see Table II), which is selected on each cycle with
w
ssome probabillity (x2). Aftter selecting a type, a user
rrandomly chooses a minimum
m (uniform 1 to
o a max-min) and
a
m
maximum (uniiform max-min to a max-m
max) number of
innstances to req
quest for each associated VM
M type. The usser
thhen issues a corresponding
g RunInstancess request to the
t
ccloud controlleer, which may respond with an allocation of
innstances betw
ween the minim
mum and max
ximum for eaach
rrequested VM type or with a NERA (not enough
e
resourcces
aavailable) fault.. A full grant denotes
d
that a user
u was allocatted
thhe maximum requested insstances of eacch VM type. A
ppartial grant denotes
d
that alllocated VMs were below the
t
m
maximum requ
uested. If given
n VM instancess, the user selects
a holding time, Pareto distribu
uted with variaables specified by
a parameter (x3). During thee holding perio
od, the user will
w
ffirst issue DesccribeInstances requests to determine when all
innstances are running, and will subsequ
uently random
mly
rreboot, terminaate and describe running instaances. At the end
e
oof the holding period, the usser issues a TerminateInstancces
rrequest to stop any running instances.
i
Afteer terminating all
innstances, the user
u will wait an
n exponentially
y distributed tim
me
((mean 30 minuttes) and then sttart a new cyclee.
Since we believed
b
differeences in user persistence weere
nnot germane diirectly to our study,
s
we assig
gned fixed meaans
ffor each stochaastic distributio
on controlling related
r
behavio
ors.

TABLE IIII. Description off selected platform types simulated inn Koala

B. Supp
pply Layer
Thee supply layer consists of a variable numbber (x4) of
clusterss that each mannages a variabble number (x55) of nodes.
When vvisiting an Am
mazon EC2 datta center, we nnoticed the
supply of nodes waas composed oof a limited nnumber of
platform
m configuratioons. This motivvated us to deffine a fixed
set of possible platfform configurrations for noodes. Upon
creationn, each node m
manifests, witth some probaability (x6),
one of the configurattions shown inn Table III. Noodes retain
their eestablished coonfigurations for the duraation of a
simulattion run. For a VM to be allocated to a nodee, available
resourcces on the nodee must be sufficcient for the requirements
specifieed by the VM’ss type.
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on the ffirst node in thhe set. If the seelected node is unmarked,
TP marrks the node w
with the approprriate VM type. Whenever
the lastt VM on a nodde is terminateed, the node’s marking is
removeed.
Forr any of the heuristics, if a selected noode cannot
accomm
modate a VM, then the node controller realllocates the
VM to the next node in the set. Thiis process conttinues until
the VM
M is created or until all nodess have been exxhausted. If
the minnimum requestted number off VMs cannot bbe created,
then thee cloud controlller receives a N
NERA fault.

C. VM Placem
ment Layer
C
Koala pattterns VM placement affter Eucalypttus
hich involve two decisionss: (1) on whiich
pprocedures, wh
Ms be placed and
a (2) on whiich
ccluster should requested VM
he cluster shoulld VMs be placced. In this stud
dy,
nnodes within th
we compare th
hree alternativ
ve criteria useed by the clo
oud
w
hoose a cluster and six alterrnative heuristics
ccontroller to ch
uused by cluster controllers to choose nodes. Combining theese
uristics creates the (3 x 6 =) 18 VM-placemeent
ccriteria and heu
c
aalgorithms we compare.

D. Inteernet/Intranet L
Layer
Koaala assigns the cloud controller, cluster conttrollers and
users too sites (1000 heere) randomly located at x,y ccoordinates
on a ggrid (8000x80000 miles herre) spanning a distance
consisteent with the gglobe. Before a simulation coommences,
cloud aand cluster conntrollers are raandomly placed on some
numberr (1 here) of siites. Node conntrollers are plaaced on the
same siite as the relateed cluster contrroller. At the beeginning of
each usser cycle, a usser is assignedd randomly to one of the
sites (9999 here) not occupied by cloud componnents. This
arrangeement divides message coommunications into two
categorries: (1) inteer-site (Internnet) and (2) intra-site
(Intraneet). Koala components communicatee through
simulatted Web Serrvices (WS) messages, w
which each
comprise a uniformlyy distributed nnumber (1 to 110 here) of
packetss. Individual ppackets are suubjected to trransmission
delay ((1 Gigabits peer second here)) and propagaation delay.
For innter-site messaages, propagaation delay deepends on
distance and simulateed router hops,, while propagaation delay
within sites varies raandomly (meann 250 nanosecoonds here).
Individdual packets aree also subjectedd to a loss rate (10-12 here
for intrra-site packets)). To simulatee Internet conggestion, the
loss raate for inter-siite packets vaaries uniformlyy within a
range ((10-3 to 10-8 heere). Lost packkets are retransmitted, but
only foor a maximum
m number (3 here) of attem
mpts, after
which tthe related WS
S message is declared undeliveerable.

TABLE IV. Alterrnative Criteria for
fo Choosing Clu
uster and Alternattive
T
Heuristics for Choo
osing Nodes
H

In Eucalyp
ptus, the clo
oud controlleer polls clusster
f
out which clusters can accommodate
a
the
t
ccontrollers to find
VMs requested
d and then orders the qualifieed clusters usiing
V
l side). The Least-Full Fiirst
ssome criterion (Table IV – left
((LFF) criterion
n orders the sett of qualified clusters
c
from the
t
leeast to most full, while the
t
Percent Allocated
A
(PA
AL)
ccriterion orderss the set by deccreasing proporrtion of requestted
V
VMs that can be
b allocated. (Under both th
hese criteria, ties
w
were ordered by
b increasing cluster
c
identifieer.) The Rando
om
((RAN) criterion
n orders random
mly the set of qualified
q
clusteers.
After orderiing the qualifieed clusters, thee cloud controlller
sselects the firsst cluster in th
he set and asks that VMs be
ccreated. If VM
Ms are created
d successfully,, then the clo
oud
ccontroller returrns the positivee result to the user; otherwiise,
thhe cloud contrroller reallocattes the VMs to
o the next clusster
inn the set. Thiss process contiinues until VM
Ms are created or
uuntil all clusteers have been exhausted. Iff no clusters can
c
ccreate the VMs, then the user receives a NER
RA fault.
In Eucalypttus, the clusteer controller allocates
a
VMs to
nnodes using on
ne of two heurristics: (1) Firsst-Fit (FF) or (2)
(
N
Next-Fit (NF). Koala simulattes FF and NF
F, as well as fo
our
m
more heuristicss (Table IV – right side) in
nspired by onliine
bbin-packing liteerature. FF searches the clustter’s set of nod
des,
oordered by iden
ntifier from firrst to last, untill a node is fou
und
thhat can accom
mmodate a giv
ven VM type.. NF remembeers
w
which node lasst received a VM
V and beginss its search fro
om
thhe next node identifier.
i
Leasst-Full First (L
LF) orders the set
oof qualified nod
des (i.e., nodes on which the VM
V type will fit)
f
ffrom least to most full. Most-F
Full First (MF)) orders the sett of
qqualified nodess from most to least full. Random (RA) ordeers
rrandomly the seet of qualified nodes. Tag & Pack (TP) marrks
nnodes by VM type, so that only
o
VMs of a designated ty
ype
ccan be placed
d on marked nodes. To pllace a VM, TP
T
ggenerates a set
s
of qualifiied nodes marked
m
with the
t
aappropriate VM
M type, and then
n adds to the en
nd of that set any
a
ffree (i.e., unmaarked) qualified
d nodes. The VM
V is then placced

IV.

EXPERIMENTT DESIGN

Wee compared 18 VM-placemennt algorithms by exposing
each off them to the saame 32 combinnations of six pparameters,
where eeach parameteer could be set to one of twoo values, as
shown in Table V. T
The selected paarameters weree identified
in an eearlier sensitivvity analysis (S
SA) [5] as thee six most
significcant drivers of K
Koala behavior. Also guided by the SA,
we seleected two valuues for each paarameter. We cconstructed
32 parrameter combinnations by addopting a two-level, 26-1
orthogoonal fractionall factorial expperiment desiggn [2] that
selects ½ of the 26 possible combbinations, whille ensuring
balanceed coverage. W
We then ran 322 simulations ffor each of
the 18 V
VM-placementt algorithms.
Wee compared the VM-placemennt algorithms w
with respect
to 42 reesponse variables, as shown iin Table VI, grrouped into
six cateegories represeenting: (1) useer experience, (2) cloudwide reesource utilizaation and loadd, (3) variancee in cluster
utilizatiion and load, ((4) number andd types of VM
Ms, (5) WSmessagge load and (6)) revenue. The SA found thatt Koala has
only eiight significantt behavioral diimensions, whhich can be
represeented using a suubset of eight oof the 42 responnses, so we
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hms along thosee dimensions (w
we
aalso compared the 18 algorith
iddentify a respo
onse variable to represent each
e
dimension):
((1) cloud-widee demand/supp
ply ratio (y3),, (2) cloud-wiide
rresource usage (y15), (3) varriance in clusteer load (y21), (4)
(
m
mix of VM typ
pes (y31), (5) number
n
of VM
Ms (y29), (6) usser
aarrival rate (y4)), (7) reallocatiion rate (y7) an
nd (8) variancee in
ccluster choice (yy28).

For eaach response, for example, we computedd an F-test
statisticc to measure thhe ratio of variiability within data points
groupedd by cluster-chhoice criterion tto variability bbetween the
groups::
(1)
where i is the cluster--choice criterioon, j is the nodde-selection
heuristiic, k is the parrameter combinnation, and dfn represents
mputed the
approprriate F degreees of freedom. We then com
correspponding cumullative distributtion function ((cdf) value
for thatt F-test statisticc to reflect the llikelihood that the groups
were diifferent.

TABLE V. Tw
wo Selected Valuess for each Selected Koala Parameter
Layer

Demand
Layer

Param
meter Parameter Nam
me
x
x1
Number of use
ers

x
x2

x
x3
x
x4

Supply
Layer

x
x5

x
x6

Probability of a
user’s type

Average (&
shape) of userr’s
holding time
Number of
clusters
Number of
nodes per
cluster
Probability of a
m
node’s platform
configuration
n
type

Plus (1) Level
2500
PU1 = 0.20
PU2 = 0.20
PU3 = 0.10
PU4 = 0.10
MS1 = 0.10
MS3 = 0.01
PS1 = 0.10
PS2 = 0.01
WS1 = 0.15
WS2 = 0.07
WS3 = 0.03
DS1 = 0.10
DS2 = 0.01

Minus (-1) Level
250

8 hours (a = 1.2)

4 hours (a = 1.2)

20

10

1000

100

C22 = 1.0

C8 = 0.25
C14 = 0.25
C18 = 0.25
C22 = 0.25

PU1 = 1/6
PU2 = 1/6
MS1 = 1/6
PS1 = 1/6
WS1 = 1/6
DS1 = 1/6

Table VI. Koala
K
Response Vaariables Selected fo
or Comparison

V.

A Results for Reesponse Variable yy41- Average
Figure 2 . Plot of ANOVA
Fraction of VMs Obtained (red denotes signifficant difference am
mong groups)

we show the reesults of an
In tthe left hand part of Fig. 2, w
ANOV
VA for the aveerage fraction of VMs obtaiined (y41).
The dasshed horizontaal line denotes tthe grand meann of all data
points, which is 0.5576. The figurre includes thhree blocks
(labeledd on the x axiss), one for eachh cluster-choicce criterion.
Each bllock contains ssix labeled poinnts, each repreesenting the
mean vvalue of the 332 data points when the labbeled nodewas paired withh the designatted clusterselectioon heuristic w
choice criterion. Beloow each block aare three numbbers: (1) the
local m
mean value of tthe 192 data ppoints for a givven clusterchoice criterion, (2) tthe difference between that llocal mean
value aand the grand m
mean, and (3) tthe percentage difference.
Below the x axis we report the F ccdf value, highhlighting in
red anyy value > 95%.
In tthe example sshown, we obsserved an F-teest statistic
value th
that would – if the three grooups were equual – occur
=) .01% of thee time. This lleads us to
only (1100 – 99.99 =
concludde that clusteer-choice criteerion yields sstatistically
significcant differencees in the avverage fractionn of VMs
obtaineed. In the righht hand part of Fig. 2, we rreverse the
ANOV
VA analysis to ttest for differennces among sixx groups of
data pooints when thee node-selectioon heuristic is varied. In
this caase, the nodee-selection heuuristic did noot lead to
significcant differencess.
Tabble VII gives ttwo summariess of ANOVA results for
w. The first
each off the 42 respoonses, one respponse per row
summaary (col. 4) reeports differennces caused bby cluster-

RESULTS

The simulaation runs gen
nerated a mulltivariate dataset
ccontaining 576
6 rows and 42
2 columns (on
ne per responsse).
E
Each row was tagged
t
with thee cluster-choice criterion, nod
desselection heurisstic and parameeter combinatio
on that led to the
t
rresponses. Wee applied on
ne-way analyssis of varian
nce
((ANOVA) to teest for differencces among groups of responses.
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averagee loads (y13-yy15) and utilizzations (y10-yy12) in the
cloud. This occurs bbecause admittted users are placed on
clusterss that can acccommodate the highest ffraction of
requestted instances (y41), which also leads too a higher
numberr of running iinstances (y29), allowing thhe cloud to
generatte more revenuue per hour (y339). While PAL
L generates
only $ 384/hour morre revenue thaan least-full fi
first (LLF),
when aaggregated overr a year this diifference meanns that PAL
generattes about $3.4M
M more than LL
LF.

n and the seccond summary (col. 5) repo
orts
cchoice criterion
used by node--selection heurristic. Significaant
ddifferences cau
ddifferences are highlighted in red.
Table VIII reports the meean value for each response (42
(
oice criterion (cols.
(
3-5). Eaach
rrows) given eaach cluster-cho
mean averages 192 observatio
ons (32 parameeter combinatio
ons
m
ns are highlightted
bby six node-sellection heuristiics). The mean
inn red for resp
ponses where ANOVA fou
und a significaant
ddifference cau
used by clusteer-choice criteerion. Table IX
rreports the meean value forr responses giiven each nod
desselection heurisstic. Each mean averages 96 observations (32
(
pparameter comb
binations by th
hree cluster-cho
oice criteria).

TABLE VIII. Mean for Each Response uunder Each of Three ClusterCriteria – cells highhlighted in red perr ANOVA from Taable VII
Choice C

T
TABLE VII. Summ
mary of 84 ANOV
VA Tests: Each Ro
ow Represents Onee of
442 Responses; Colu
umn 4 Reports Diffferences Attributaable to Cluster-Cho
oice
C
Criterion and Colum
mn 5 Reports Diffferences Attributab
ble to Node-Selecttion
H
Heuristic – cells hig
ghlighted in red ideentify significant differences
d

VI.

On the other handd, these factorss have an overaall negative
effect oon the general population of users, who recceive more
NERA responses (y2)) and so have too retry more reequests (y1)
before their VMs cann be placed, whhich leads to ggreater than
20 minnutes more waiiting time (y6).. The increase in requests
also leaads to an increease in the ratee of WS messaages (y37).
PAL, thhen, serves few
wer users (y4) bbut gives each sserved user
a largerr proportion off their requesteed VMs (y41). Dedicating
more rresources to ffewer users aalso leads to significant
increas e in variancce in resourcce load (y199-y21) and
utilizatiion (y16-y18) aamong clusterss in the cloud.
Witthin the cloud,, PAL also leaads to increaseed conflicts
among parallel alloccation requestss, which resultts in more
reallocaations of clusteers (y7) and a lower proporttion of full
grants (y8). Whilee this may seem countterintuitive,

DISCUSSION

The ANOV
VA tests on the experiment ressults demonstraate
cclearly that cluster-choice critterion exhibits a much strong
ger
eeffect on overaall cloud behaavior than doees node-selectiion
hheuristic. Clu
uster-choice criterion cau
used significaant
ddifferences in 79%
7
(33/42) off the responsess, and also led to
ssignificant diffeerences in 100% (8/8) of resp
ponses chosen to
rrepresent the eight
e
behaviorral dimensionss of Koala. The
T
nnode-selection heuristic sign
nificantly influeenced only 29
9%
((12/42) of the responses,
r
and led to significaant differencess in
oonly 12.5% (1/8
8) of Koala’s behavioral
b
dimeensions.
Examining results in Table VIII shows that the percentaallocated (PAL
L) cluster-cho
oice criterion leads to high
her
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the othher heuristics. This occurs primarily whenn combined
with thhe LLF and RAN clusterr-choice criterria. When
combinned with PAL
L, LF and RA
A lead to grannt latencies
closer tto the grand avverage.
Revviewing individdual ANOVA plots (such as Fig. 2) for
all 422 responses aallowed us tto identify pparticularly
notewoorthy combinaations of clusster-choice critterion and
node-seelection heurristic. For eexample, the PAL-LF
combinnation led to thhe highest user request rate (yy1), NERA
rate (y22), give-up rat
ate (y5) and frraction of VM
Ms obtained
(y41), w
while also yielding the lowesst user success rate (y40).
At thee same time, PAL-LF led to highest ddisk space
utilizatiion (y12) annd disk (y14)) and networrk-interface
controller (y15) loadds. Combiningg PAL with M
MF yielded
highestt variance am
mong clusters for virtual ccore (y16),
memory
ry (y17) and dissk space (y18) utilizations.
Thee LLF-LF combbination led to lowest grant laatency (y6)
and viirtual core (yy10) and mem
mory (y11) uutilizations.
Combinning LLF and T
TP yielded low
west disk spacee utilization
(y12) annd the least revvenue per hourr (y39).
Thee RAN-TP com
mbination gavee lowest disk count load
(y14). R
RAN-MF yieldded the lowest faction of M1small VMs
(y30), w
while RAN-LF
F combined to give the higheest fraction
of M1xxlarge VMs (y332).

aaccommodating
g a larger prop
portion of each
h user’s requestted
V
VMs means that
t
fewer ussers can obtaiin all the VM
Ms
rrequested, as co
ompared with the
t LFF clusterr-choice criterio
on.
T
TABLE IX. Mean
n for Each Respon
nse under Each off Six Node-Selecttion
H
Heuristics – cells highlighted
h
in red per
p ANOVA from Table VII

VII. CONC
CLUSIONS AND
D FUTURE WOR
RK
Wee have developped an objecttive method too compare
resourcce-allocation aalgorithms inn simulations of large
distribuuted systems. P
Previously, wee applied our method to
comparre proposed ccongestion-conntrol algorithm
ms for the
Internett. In this paperr, we demonstrrated steps threee and four
in our method, usinng results from an earlier sensitivity
analysis to constructt parameter coombinations unnder which
we coompared macrroscopic behaavior of algorrithms for
initiallyy placing VMss on nodes in on-demand inffrastructure
clouds. While we resstricted our coomparison to 118 selected
algorithhms, the approoach we use should be appplicable to
comparre any set of coompeting algorrithms.
Wee generated insights regaarding two-leevel VMplacem
ment algorithmss, showing that choice of ccluster has
larger influence, thann selection off nodes, on m
macroscopic
behavioor in an infraastructure clouud. We identiified some
tradeofffs among cluster-choice criteria. We provided
evidencce showing thaat, on average, different algoorithms for
initial VM placemennt in on-demaand infrastructture clouds
yield ssmall quantitaative differencces in many measured
responsses. On the othher hand, we showed that sselection of
the critterion for chooosing a clusteer can lead to very large
differennce in providerr revenue, whenn aggregated over time.
Wee envision futurre work along tthree directions. First, we
intend tto compare theese 18 VM-plaacement algoritthms under
situatioons where varrious failures inhibit cloud operation.
Secondd, we will extennd our comparison to includee additional
VM-plaacement algoriithms, which hhave become tthe subject
of mucch recent reseearch. Finally,, we will alsoo consider
applyinng our methhod to comppare various proposed
algorithhms for movinng VMs amongg cloud assets, whether to
reduce cost, enhance uuser performannce, or both.

When comp
pared with PA
AL, LLF servess more users (yy4)
aand dedicates fewer
f
resourcess to each user,, which results in
m
more full grantts (y3), and alsso distributes load more even
nly
(y
(y16-y21) amon
ng clusters. RA
AN, on the oth
her hand, leads to
ffewer full gran
nts (y3) becau
use the clusterr with the mo
ost
aavailable spacee is not alway
ys chosen. RA
AN also leads to
loower node reallocation rate (y22)
(
because there
t
is a smalller
cchance that oveerlapping alloccation requests will be assign
ned
too the same clusster.
Examining results in Taable IX revealls a few effects
aattributable to node-selection
n heuristic. LF
F and TP lead to
loower cloud-wiide virtual coree utilization (y1
10) because theese
hheuristics moree often choose empty nodes on
o which to plaace
V
VMs. By choo
osing empty nodes
n
more oft
ften, LF tends to
ssqueeze out som
me larger VM types (y34 and
d y35) associatted
w
with Web serv
vice users. Thiss factor also leeads LF to yieeld
loower user success rate (y40)) and higher give-up
g
rate (yy5).
B
By tagging nodes for particu
ular types of VMs,
V
TP avoiids
ssqueezing out larger VM typ
pes. TP also yields
y
lower diisk
sspace utilization
n (y12) and dissk count load (y14).
(y
Finally, LF
L
aand RA lead to
o lower grant laatencies (y6), reflecting
r
the fact
fa
thhat these heurristics allow users
u
who succcessfully acqu
uire
V
VMs to do so with
w an average of about onee fewer retry th
han
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FIGURE & TABLE ENLARGEMENTS
Enlargements of all figures and tables in this paper may be
downloaded from
http://www.nist.gov/itl/antd/upload/LargerTablesPaper36.pdf
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